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NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON PROFESSOR WHO OVERCAME DYSLEXIA OFFERS
STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES TIPS TO SUCCEED IN COLLEGE
DAYTON, Ohio - Believe in yourself. Be your own advocate. Exercise tolerance. Ask
for help when needed.
Those popular maxims for everyday life became school-survival tips for Peter
Titlebaum, who used them to overcome dyslexia and become a college professor. Today he
often recommends those guidelines to others facing similar challenges. Titlebaum, an assistant
professor of health and sport science at the University of Dayton, recently published his
survival tips in an article tohelp students with learning disabilities succeed in college. "The LD
Advantage" has been published in the Fall2000 issue of Careers and the Disabled, a quarterly
career-guidance and recruitment magazine for people with disabilities.
Titlebaum knows the frustration of struggling in school and the challenge of fighting
ignorance and intolerance in the educational system. By fourth grade, his dyslexia was
misdiagnosed as a developmental disability, and he was sent to a school for children who were
mentally retarded or who had discipline problems. With the help of his mother- a "fighter"
who refused to accept the situation- Titlebaum was mainstreamed back into public school
nearly two years later but still received little of the support and guidance he needed. In high
school he was placed in all remedial classes.
Still, this man who at one point considered not going to college because he thought he
was not "college material" gave it a shot at the encouragement of his parents- and went on to
complete his doctorate in sports management at Temple University in Philadelphia. With
perseverance and tolerance, Titlebaum learned to be his own advocate and educate his
educators rather than give up on his college career.
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"A learning disability just means you learn differently," said Titlebaum, who has
addressed the challenges of learning disabilities as a guest on Good Morning America, in an oped piece for USA Today and other forums. Although he encourages students with learning
disabilities to find the method of study that works best for them, Titlebaum shares some of the
techniques that proved most helpful to him ih "TheLD Advantage" article:
•

Talk to your teacher before or immediately after the first class- be frank about your
disability and learning methods that have worked best for you in the past.

•

Sit in the front row and try to absorb as much information as possible- it will help you
stay focused and make participation easier.

•

Get notes from a fellow student - the help of fellow students who will share notes with
you is invaluable. Buy carborJess paper so the note-taker will have an instant copy for
you after class.

•

Read your notes out loud into a tape recorder and listen to them repeatedly.

•

Seek out study groups and students who will work with you- ask your teacher for
recommendations.

•

Know that asking for help is a strength and not a weakness.

•

Don't worry too much about grades- remember that a letter grade is not an indicator
of what you actually learned in class.

•

Visit your teachers during their office hours - teachers respect students who put forth
the extra effort.

•

Realize there are some who will be less accustomed to learning differences and therefore
less accommodating as well- it is your job to help educate professors that no two
people with disabilities learn in exactly the same way.

•

Have fun and keep in mind that you have to be your own best friend and advocate.
Most of all, believe in yourself.
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For more information, call Peter Titlebaum at (937) 229-4222.

